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Abstract 
In this study, the Golgi method for light mi-
croscopy, transmission and conventional scanning 
electron microscopy, the ethanol -cryofracturi ng 
technique, the freeze-fracture method for SEM, and 
the freeze-etching method have been used in con-
junction to analyze the three-dimensional cytoar-
chitectonic arrangement and intracortical circuits 
of vertebrate cerebellar cortex. Approximately 
more than 100 specimens of mice, rat, teleost fish-
es and human cerebelli were processed by the above 
mentioned techniques. A chronological review of 
other methods for studying hidden surfaces of cere-
bellar nerve cell has been also described. The 
three-dimensional morphology, outer and inner sur-
faces of granule, Golgi, Purkinje and stellate 
cells were reviewed by means of a correlative and 
comparative study. The cerebellar circuits formed 
by mossy and climbing fibers with granule cell 
dendrites and Purk i nje ce ll-granule ce 11 synapses 
have been traced by ethanol -cryofracturi ng tech-
nique, freeze-fracture method for SEM and freeze-
etching technique . These findings have been cor-
related with previous light and electron microscope 
findings published in the last century. Some ad-
vantages and limitations of each method are point-
ed out. The review emphasizes the paramount impor-
tance of correlating light microscope Golgi method 
with ethanol-cryofracturing and slicing techniques 
for SEM. The correlation between freeze-fracture 
method for SEM and freeze-etching technique pro-
vi des a new approach for studying three-dimension-
al morphology of nerve cells at cellular and macro-
molecular levels . This modern methodology of 
three-dimensional analysis offers new potential 
areas for future experimental investigation in em-
bryology and pathology of the central nervous sys-
tem. 
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Introduction 
Before the advent of scanning electron mi -
croscopy, the problem of three-dimensional organi-
zation of nerv e cells was mainly approached through 
the laborious reconstruction techniques of light 
and transmission electron microscopic ser ial sec-
tioning, isolation of individual neurons, tissue 
cultures, neurohistological techniques (particular-
ly the Golgi method), intracellular staining and 
computer assisted methods ( see review of Mannen, 
1978) . 
The classical neurohistological techniques 
for light microscopy reveal only an incomplete 
cel lular outline or silhouette and little internal 
details of neurons and neuroglial ce ll s. The im-
ages produced by light microscope are i nforma ti ve 
but limited in resolution. Transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) on the contrary, provides a full 
range of high resolution information on cellular 
organization in faithful details within the re-
stricted field of a thin section but lacks the 
three-dimensional representation of tissue organi-
zation. 
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) offers 
the unique poss ibility of displaying in three-di-
mensions, the remarkable complexity of nerve cell 
organization and interrelationship in situ. In 
addition, SEM provides the capacity to scan rela-
tively large areas of brain parenchyma with rela-
tively high resolution and depth of focus. 
Progress in the development and application 
of biological techniques in SEM during the last 
three decades has resulted in a marked increase 
in our knowledge and comprehension of the organi-
zation of nerve tissue. A number of investigations 
have been published that have attempted to reveal 
by SEM, the three-dimensional cellular organi za-
ti on of different regi ans of the central nervous 
system (CNS) (Boyde and Wood, 1969; Hansson,1970; 
Lewis, 1971; Obtsuki, 1972; Krstic, 1974; Phillips 
et al., 1974; Saetersdal and Myklebust, 1975; Esta-
ble-Puig and Estable-Puig,1975; Seymour and Berry, 
1975; Tanaka et al., 1976; Lametschwandtner et al., 
1977; Antal, 1977; Fasekas et al., 1978; Hartwig 
and Korf, 1978; Bred berg, 1979; Merchant, 1979; 
Siew, 1979; Kesse l and Kardon, 1981; Matsuda and 
Uehara, 1981; Low, 1982; Eagleson and Malacinski, 
1986). 
The cerebellar cortex is a well studied, 
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highly organized region of the brain containing 
five closely packed major neuronal types, strati-
fied in three geometrically arranged layers. Their 
compact disposition has limited the early applica-
tion of SEM, since this methodology was initially 
specifically developed for surface observations 
(see review of Mitchell, 1980). Therefore, earl i er 
observati ans were confined to cerebe 11 ar cultures 
(Privat et al., 1973; Silberberg, 1975; Messer, 
1977). Lately, several methods have been designed 
in order to facilitate SEM study of cerebellar 
ner ve eel ls hidden surfaces or structures not read-
ily accessible at the level of gray and white 
cerebellar matter (Lewis, 1971; Castejon et a l. , 
1976; Castejon and Caraballo, 1980a, b; Castejon 
and Valero, 1980; Castejon, 1981, 1983, 1984, 1986; 
Castejon and Castejon, 1981, 1987; Schei bel et al., 
1981; Arnett and Low,1985). These methods current-
ly being used to study the three-dimensional or-
ganization of vertebrate cerebellar cortex are the 
results of independent research projects carr i ed 
out in a number of laboratories over the past f i f-
teen years. Each method provides a somewhat simi -
lar view of the layers of the cerebe 11 ar cortex, 
and each has its own advantages and limitations. 
Fortunately, the information that can be obtained 
by the different methods is complementary, so that 
it is potentially possible to make up for the l im-
itations of one method by using one of the others. 
The aim of the present paper is to rev i ew 
the SEM methods applied to the study of vertebrate 
cerebellum, putting special emphasis on the cyto-
architectural arrangement and intracortical neu-
ronal circuits. 
Chronological Review of SEM Methods for Studying 
Three-Dimensional Organization of Cerebellar Cor t ex 
The low temperature dry ashing technique (Lewis, 
1971) . 
The silver-stained nervous tissue of cat, sec-
tioned or unsectioned, is placed in a flowing oxy-
gen plasma generated by a 13 .56 MHz radio-frequen-
cy field in a commercial (Trapelo) low temperature 
asher. The pressure of the activated gas is ap-
proximately 100mm, and its flow rate generally is 
adjusted to 100cc per minute. The power delivered 
to the plasma is continuously controllable, from 
approximately 2 watts. lOµm sections can be ashed 
thoroughly in less than 2h. In the ashing process, 
organic matter (containing C, H, O, N, S) is oxi-
dized and thus volatilized (as CO2, H20, S02 and 
N2 or oxides of N) in the low pressure plasma while 
inorganic material remains behind. With this tech-
nique the silver precipitate could become a neu-
ronal replica for SEM. Granule cells, Purkinje and 
molecular layers were clearly distinguished and 
the nerve cells generally displayed a reasonably 
intact surface. The process of ashing did not no-
ticeably alter the integrity of cerebellar cortex. 
Slicing technique for SEM (Castejon and Caraballo, 
1980a . 
--- Specimens of Ari us spi xii weighing 30-829, 
kept in aquaria at room temperature were used. 
Pieces of tissue were fixed: 1) by immersion in 
5% glutaraldehyde in O.lM phosphate buffer, pH 7.4; 
or 2) by vascular perfusion with 4% glutaraldehyde 
in 0.lM phosphate buffer solution, pH 7.4; or 3) by 
immersion with the Karnovsky fixative. Slices of 
2-3mm thick were cut with a razor blade and fixed 
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overnight in the same buffered fixative. After 
washing in buffered saline, the tissue blocks were 
dehydrated through graded concentrati ans of ethanol, 
dried by the critical point method with liquid CO2 
as recommended by Anderson (1951), mounted on cop-
per stubs and coated with carbon and gold-palla-
dium. The specimens were examined in a JEOL 100B 
Electron Microscope with ASID scanning attachment 
at 20 kV. 
Ethanol-Cr ofracto rah a lied to human cerebel-
lum Castejon and Caraballo, 1980b. 
This technique originally designed by Hum-
phreys et al. (1975) to scan liver and kidney tis-
sue was applied by us to study only human cerebel-
lar cortex. The samples 3-5mm thick were fixed 
for 2 to 16h in 4% glutaraldehyde-phosphate buffer 
solution, O.lM, pH 7.4, dehydrated in ethanol and 
frozen in liquid nitrogen. The fracture was made 
with a pre cooled razor blade and the fragments 
placed in ethanol at room temperature for thawing. 
The critical point drying was done with liquid CO2 
followed by a coating of carbon or gold-palladium 
in a JEOL- 45 high vacuum evaporator. The tissue 
was observed with a JEM 100B EM-ASID. 
The "creative tearing" technique (Scheibel, et al., 
1981). 
- -The cerebellar neuropil of Mongolian gerbil, 
rat, cat, monkey and human, is revealed by careful 
tearing of aldehyde-fixed tissue specimens, which 
were prepared by means of dehydration, critical 
point freeze-drying and sputter-coating with gold-
palladium . The authors applied a modified free-
hand dissection to the tissue. After determining 
the desired plane of cleavage, a small cut with 
scalpel or razor was made in a corner of the tis-
sue block . Using the incision as the starting 
point, the tissue was s lowly torn in the plane al-
ready established. The method followed the natural 
cleavage planes within the tissue. The technique 
provided a remarkable three-dimensional view of 
neuropil including cell bodies and dendrites, de-
ta i 1 s of pre- and pas tsynapt i c morphology, axona l 
structure, neuroglia and the microvasculature. 
Freeze-fracture SEM method (Castejon, 1981) . 
This method was applied to study the cerebel-
lar cortex of two teleost fishes: Arius spi xii and 
Salmo trout. After Karnovsky fixation, cerebellar 
slices, 2-3mm thick, were cut with a razor blade 
and fixed by immersion in the same fixative for 
4-5h . After washing in buffered saline, they were 
postfixed in 1% osmium tetroxide in O.lM phosphate 
buffer solution, pH 7.4 for lh. After rinsing in 
a similar buffer, tissue blocks were dehydrated 
through graded concentra ti ans of ethano 1 , rapidly 
frozen by plunging into Freon 22, cooled by liquid 
nitrogen (Haggis, 1970; Haggis and Phipps-Todd, 
1977) and fractured with a precooled razor blade. 
The fracture fragments were returned to fresh 
absolute ethanol for thawing. According to Haggis 
et al., in the FDFf method, the cytoplasmic and 
nuclear soluble proteins are washed out, presumably 
during the thawing step, leaving anfractuous cavi-
ties surrounding the cytomembranes and allowing 
visualization of the surface details of cytoplas-
mic and nuclear structures. The tissue was then 
dried by the critical point method with liquid CO2 
as recommended by Anderson l 1951) and coated with 
gold-palladium. Specimens were examined in a JEOL 
100B EM-ASID scanning attachment at 80 kV. 
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Cryoprotected freeze-fractured SEM(Castejon,1983). 
The cerebelli of mice and rats were dissected 
out from animals under anesthesia and immersed in 
O.lM buffered phosphate-glutaraldehyde fixative 
solution and postfixed in a similar buffered os-
mium tetroxide solution. After washing, half of 
the tissues were dehydrated in absolute ethanol, 
and of the remainder, about one third were slowly 
brought to 50% glycerol in distilled water and the 
rest slowly brought to 50%DMSO in distilled water. 
The tissues in absolute ethanol were then divided 
and some were rapidly frozen by plunging into Freon 
22 held at -150 °C with liquid nitrogen. Others 
were frozen at medium freezing rate by plunging 
directly into liquid nitrogen. Under liquid nitro-
gen these tissues were fractured with a precooled 
razor blade. The tissues in 50% glycerol and 50% 
DMSO were rapidly frozen, fractured under liquid 
nitrogen and rewarmed in the 50% glycerol and 50% 
DMSO solutions, respectively. All glycerol and DMSO 
treated samples were subsequently dehydrated in 
absolute ethanol and all samples were critical 
point dried from ethanol, then gold-palladium coat-
ed for SEM viewing. 
Ultrasonic microdissection (Arnett and Low, 1985). 
Rat cerebellar samples were initially fixed 
with aldehydes. Blocks of tissue were razor cut 
and treated by three separate methods: 1) Immersion 
in 1% aqueous boric acid or 2) in 2% phosphate buf-
fered Os04 followed by boric acid or 3) in an 8/2 
mixture of boric acid and Os04. After 18-48h of 
immersion the b 1 ock s were dehydrated and exposed 
to ultrasonic in 100 % acetone at frequencies of 80 
kHz for 10 to 20 minutes. Specimens were then cri-
tical-point dried using liquid CO2, mounted on SEM 
stubs and sp utter-coated with gold-palladium. Mi-
crodissection of cut surfaces (erosion) occurred 
after all three treatments. With this technique all 
cere bella r cel l types were recognizable. The neu-
ronal processes and some synaptic relationships in 
the granular layer were distinguished. 
Complementary and Correlative Techniques 
In addition to the SEM methods above mention-
ed, we have used the following correlative methods: 
1) Golgi light microscopy (Castejon, 1981): Frag-
ments of Swiss albino mouse and teleost fish (Arius 
spixii) cerebellar cortex, 5-lOmm thick, were pro-
cessed according to the rapid Golgi method (Cajal 
and De Castro, 1972). Sagittal and transverse sec-
tions of the cerebellar cortex, 50-70µm thick, were 
observed in a Zeiss II Photomicro scope using X 25 
and X 40 objectives. 2) Light microscopy of plas-
tic embedded material (Castejon and Caraballo, 
1980a): The brains of Swiss albino mice and teleost 
fishes (Arius spi xii ) were removed and the cerebe l -
l ar samples were fixed immediately by immersion in 
4% glutaraldehyde in O.lM phosphate buffer solu-
tion, pH 7.4 for 4-16h at 4 °C; postfixed for lh 
in a similarly buffered 1% osmium tetroxide solu-
tion, dehydrated through graded concentrations of 
ethanol and embedded in Araldite. Thick sections 
l-l.5µm, obtained with an LKB Pyramitome equipped 
with a glass knife, were stained with toluidine 
blue and observed with a Zeiss II Photomicroscope. 
3) Transmission electron microscopy (Castejon and 
Caraballo, 1980b): For transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM), slices l-2mm thick of fish and 
mouse cerebellar cortex were immediately fixed by 
immersion in 4% glutaraldehyde in O.lM phosphate 
buffer solution, pH7 . 4, for 4-16h at 4°C; postfixed 
for lh in a similarly buffered 1%osmium tetroxide, 
dehydrated through graded concentrations of ethanol 
and embedded in Araldite. Thin sections were stain-
ed with uranyl and lead salts and observed with a 
Siemens Elmiskop I and JEOL lOOB electron micro-
scopes. 4) Freeze-etching and direct replicas (Cas-
tej 6n, 1984) : This technique was applied to the 
cerebellar cortex of adult Swiss albino mice. The 
brains were carefully removed and thin l-2mm slices 
of the cerebellar cortex were fixed in 1% ice-cold 
glutaraldehyde O.lM phosphate buffer, pH 7.2-7.4, 
for lh. All cut pieces were immersed in three 
changes of 25% glycerol in a similar buffer for 
periods of l/2h, mounted on gold discs and frozen 
in Freon at liquid N2 temperature for 3-5 seconds. 
They were immediately transferred to a Balzer BAF-
301 freeze-fracture unit equipped with an electron 
beam gun, at -110 ° C, in a vacuum of 4 x 10-6 or 
better. Fractured surfaces were shadowed with a 
layer of carbon-platinum of about 2.5nm thick . Re-
plicas were floated off on water, cleaned in Chlo-
rox overnight, rinsed in H20, bathed in 50% H2S04 
and rinsed in multiple changes of water. Cleaned 
replicas were mounted on grids usually coated with 
parlodion or Formvar films, and examined with a 
JEOL 100B electron microscope. 
More than 100 specimens of mice, rats, teleost 
fishes (Arius spixii, Sa lmo trout) and human cere-
belli were used by us for SEM and complementary 
techniques. 
Results 
The present review gives a detai 1 ed report of 
the results obtained in vertebrate cerebe llum when 
SEM and complementary techniques were applied. The 
white and gray matter (granular, Purkinje and mo-
lecular layer s) are successive l y descr ib ed. 
Cerebel la r White Matter. 
In the white matter of the teleostean cerebelli 
examined by light microscopy, bundles of myelinat-
ed axons (Fig. 1), formed by the afferent fibers 
( climbing and mossy fibers) and the efferent Pur-
ki nje cell axons were seen. The low resolution of 
the light microscope does not allow the character-
ization of the distinctive features of these mye-
linated axonal processes. In rat cerebellar folia 
examined by SEM at very low magnificat ion, in a 
plane parallel to their main longitudinal axis, 
cerebellar afferent fibers appeared running longi-
tudinally following the main axis of white matter 
( Fig . 2). At the apex of the folia, both mossy 
and climbing fibers followed an approximately ra-
dial course from the white matter to the granular 
layer, supporting the Golgi-light microscope des-
cription of O'Leary et al. (1968). At higher mag-
nification (Fig. 3), the different caliber of the 
mossy and climbing fibers was clearly seen. Mossy 
fibers could be identified as thick axons follow-
ing an almost straight course while the climbing 
fibers were distinguished as fine, wavy processes. 
These findings, as pointed out by Mugnaini (1972), 
support the concept that climbing fibers in light 
microscopy are usually thinner than mossy fibers. 
A climbing fiber-mossy fiber proportion rate of 5 
to 1 could be roughly estimated. 
Cerebellar Gray Matter. 
Light microscope examinations of vertebrate 
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cerebellar gray matter reveal a three layered 
structure: granular, Purkinje and molecular layers 
(Fig. 4). This regular histological organization, 
apparent simplicity and beautiful geometrical ar-
rangement is extraordinarily well suited for com-
parative three-dimensional studies. In some te-
leostean fish cerebellum (Arius spixii) we have, 
in addition, described a fourth layer. the fibrous 
stratum (Castejon and Caraballo, 1980a), mainly 
composed by compact bundles of mye l i na ted axons 
located between the Purkinje and granular layers 
(Fig . 5). 
Granule cell layer. In this layer, the gran-
ule cell features, mossy and climbing fiber glo-
meruli, and the Golgi cell organization are des-
cribed. 
Granule cells. At the light microscope lev-
el, t he granule cells stained with toluidine blue 
are seen forming groups of approximately 7-12 
cells, separated by clear spaces corresponding to 
the glomerular regions or by the Golgi cells (Fig . 
6). Capillaries and bundles of myelinated axons 
also separate the granule cell clusters. 
An almost complete view of the cytoarchitec-
tonic organization of fish cerebellar corte x could 
be appreciated at SEM level low magnification 
using the slicing technique (Fig. 7). A reliable 
identification of granule and Purkinje cells could 
be assured, while the complex intracortical net-
work formed by undifferentiated afferent and in-
trinsic fibers was also seen with this technique. 
The granule neurons appeared either as smooth sur-
faced spheroidal eel ls arranged like bunches of 
grapes or as isolated randomly distributed cells. 
The granule cell dendrites (Fig. 8 ) emerged from 
the ce 11 body in a pyramidal shape and could be 
traced to the neighboring granule cells or the 
nearest glomerulus. These dendrites two to four 
in number, followed an unbranched, wavy course 
and ended in a triangular shaped terminal dendri-
t i c c l aw which appeared in contact with the mossy 
fibe r rosette at the level of the glomerular re-
gion. The filiform granule cell axon, originating 
directl y from the cell body, was comparatively more 
slender than the dendritic processes. It was ob-
served ascending to the molecular layer to synapse 
with Purkinje dendritic arborization. The SEM 
freeze-fracture method applied to Salmo trout ce-
rebellum revealed closely packed granule cell s 
(Fig. 9), whose plasma membranes appeared to be in 
intimate apposition . The fracture passed across 
the equatorial plane of cell somata allowing us to 
visualize the outer surface of the nucleus, held 
in a central or peripheral position by some cyto-
plasmic strands. These fine fibrils running from 
the nuclear outer surface to the inner surface of 
the plasma membrane formed a cytoplasmic networ k 
in which cell organelles (mitochondria, lysosomes) 
were suspended. The arrangement and disposition of 
these cytoplasmic strands correspond to the dis-
tribution of granule cell endoplasmic reticulum. 
The cytoplasmic strands exhibited small or medium 
size varicosities or globular enlargements which 
apparently correspond to the cisterns and vesicles 
of endoplasmic reticulum. The rest of the cyto-
plasm appeared almost empty. The freeze-fracture 
method washes out the soluble proteins of cytoplas-
mic matrix creating the three-dimensional view of 
the granule cell interior. Samples of teleost fish 
(Ari us spixi i) processed by the SEM freeze-fracture 
method (Fig. 10) showed fractured granule cells, 
in which the nuclear chromatin and the outer sur-
face of the end op l asmi c reticulum were observed. 
This image could be well correlated with the TEM 
appearance of granule cell morphology (Castejon, 
1969, 1981, 1984; Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974) . 
Freeze-etching replicas of mouse fractured 
granule cells (Fig . 11) showed the thin rim of peri-
karya l cytoplasm and the P face plasma membrane, 
which exhibited randomly dispersed intramembrane 
particles. The fractured spheroidal nucleus dis-
played the P face inner nuclear membrane, the E 
face outer nuclear membrane and the nuclear pores. 
The cytoplasmic fracture face bearing scarce endo-
plasmic reticular profiles was also observed. 
Mossy fiber glomerulus. With the slicing tech-
nique for SEM the morphology of teleost fish glo-
merular regions could be properly studied . At the 
granular layer, the characteristically thick mossy 
fibers (Fig . 12) arborized dichotomously,originat-
ing thinner secondary branches, while on the con-
trary, the climbing fibers pursued a curvaceous 
course and a typical cross-over bifurcation pat-
tern or arborescence pattern type of bifurcation 
characteristically spreading thin collaterals in 
three different planes. The mossy fibers general-
ly remain in the granular layer while the climbing 
fibers continue their course ascending to the Pur-
kinje cell layer. The mossy glomerular regions 
(Fig. 13) appeared as entangled threads, polygonal, 
round or ovoid in shape, formed by the convergence 
of dendritic processes of many granule and Golgi 
cells upon the fiber rosette. In fact, the mossy 
fiber enters into the clew and appears surrounded 
Fig. 1. Photomicrograph of teleost fish (Arius spixii) cerebellar cortex. Sectiiim passing through white 
matter (WM) of the cerebellar cortex, showing the entry of extrinsic fibers (mossy and climbing fibers) 
into the granular layer (arrows). Distinctive features between afferent fibers cannot be made at this 
magnification. The granule cell groups (GC), a dark Purkinje cell (PC) and capillaries are also distin-
guished. Araldite embedded material. Toluidine blue staining. 
Fig . 2. Cryoprotected freeze-fractured rat cerebellum. SEM micrograph of the white matter (WM) of the 
cerebellar folia, displaying the extrinsic fibers (arrows) which follow a radial course from the center 
of the white matter toward the granular layer (GL). 
Fig. 3. Cryoprotected freeze-fractured rat cerebe 11 um. SEM micrograph at higher magnification of thick 
caliber-mossy fiber (arrows) and thin caliber climbing fibers (arrowhead). Interfasicular oligodendro-
glial cells and fine filamentous processes are distinguished among them. 
Fig. 4. Photomicrograph of teleost fish (Arius spixii) cerebellar cortex showing the granular (GL), 
Purkinje cell (PL) and molecular layers (ML). Araldite embedded material. Toluidine blue staining. 
Fig. 5. Photomicrograph of teleost fish (Arius spixii) cerebellar cortex illustrating the fibrous stra-
tum (FS) located between the Purkinje (PL) and granular layers (GL). Araldite embedded material. Toluidine 
blue staining. 
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Fig. 6. Photomicrograph of teleost fish (Arius spixii) cerebellar cortex, exhibiting the granule cell 
groups (GC), separated by clear spaces corresponding to the glomerular regions (arrows). A Golgi cell (Go) 
is also seen. Araldite embedded materia l. Toluidine blue staining. 
Fig. 7. SEM micrograph of teleost fish (Arius spixii) processed by the slicing technique. The granular 
layer (GL), fibrous stratum (FS), Purkinje (PL) and molecular layers (ML) are clearly visualized. 
Fig. 8. SEM micrograph of teleost fish (Arius spixii) processed by the slicing technique. Three spher i-
cal granule cell bodies are distinguished (GCl, GC2, GC3). The ascending granule cell axon (arrows) shows 
a filiform shape. The granule cell dendrites (arrowheads) appear as short, twisted processes. 
Fig. 9. SEM micrograph of Salmo trout cerebellar cortex processed by the freeze-fracture method showing 
the fractured granule cells. The outer surface of the nucleus (N) and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) are seen. 
The washing out process of cytoplasmic soluble proteins induces a caveolar appearance of the cytoplasm. 
Fig. 10. SEM micrograph of Salmo trout cerebellar cortex processed by the freeze-fracture method. Two 
fractured granule cells (GC) exhibit the nuclear heterochromatin anastomotic bands (N) and the spatial 
organization of endoplasmic reticulum (ER), extended between the nucleus and the plasma membrane. The 
arrowhead indicates the Golgi complex. 
Fig. 11. Freeze-etching replica of mouse cerebellar granular layer showing a fractured granule 
cleavage plane permitted us to visualize the P face of the plasma membrane (Pf), the width of 
karyal cytoplasm (arrow), the fractured nuclear envelope (NE) and the cytoplasmic fracture 




by the dendritic processes. The mossy rosettes 
were not really visualized since they were encap-
sulated by the dendritic digits. The mossy fiber 
emerging from the clew could be traced for a short 
distance to penetrate again into a neighboring 
glomerulus (Fig. 14). This observation confirms 
the "en passant" type of mossy fiber synaptic con-
tacts. We have counted up to 18 granule cells sur-
rounding a mossy fiber rosette and distinguished 
as many as 17 gra nule dendrites converging into a 
single mossy fiber (Fig. 15). Remnants of neuro-
glial cytoplasm appeared partially covering the 
mossy glomerular regions which in turn, acquire 
a rugged appearance. 
The pa rent mossy fibers and their branches 
were identified in SEM freeze-fracture fish speci-
mens by their typical rosette formations (Fig. 16). 
At the level of the fractured glomerulus, the mossy 
fiber appeared as a thick axon showing at regular 
intervals, smooth surface fusiform or ellipsoidal 
enlargements which make contact with several tri -
angular granule cell dendritic digits. The foci 
of expansion of the mossy fiber could be well and 
easily correlated with those observed in Golgi im-
pregnated material (Castejon, 1981). Two comple-
mentary techniques, conventional TEM and freeze-
etching have shed information on the internal 
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structure of mossy rosettes of rodent cerebellar 
cortex. At the TEM level , the mossy rosettes of 
mouse cerebellar cortex contained numerous clear, 
spheroidal vesicles and mitochondria (Fig. 17).The 
mossy endings establish Gray's type I or asymmet-
ric synaptic contacts with the granule cell den-
dritic claw (Gray, 1961; Castejon, 1971). 
In freeze-etching replicas, the cytoplasmic 
fracture face of mossy rosettes (Fig.18) exhibited 
numerous spheroidal synaptic vesicles and mito-
chondria ran domly dispersed throughout the homoge-
neous, smooth surface matrix of the terminal. Sev-
eral granule cell dendritic processes appeared sur-
rounding and i nvagi nati ng the mossy rosette sur-
face (Fig. 19) . The P face of both structures dis-
played a characteristically increased number of 
intramembrane particles. Toward the glomerular 
periphery, the smooth cytoplasmic fracture face of 
neuroglial cytoplasm was also distinguished. 
Climbing fiber glomerulus. The climbing fi-
bers appeared in tel eost fish cerebe 11 ar cortex 
processed by the slicing technique for SEM, as 
large thick axons crossing the granule cell layer 
(Fig. 20). Two different types of collaterals, as 
previously described by Palay and Chan-Palay (1974) 
in camera l uci da observations, were seen emerging 
from the climbing fiber during its course through 
O.J. Castejon 
Fig . 12. SEM micrograph of teleost fish (Arius spixii) cerebellar granular layer processed by the slic-
ing technique. Two thick mossy fibers (MF) are observed. Fine tendril collaterals of climbing fibers (ar-
rows) appear between the mossy fibers. A Golgi cell soma (Go) is also seen surrounded by granule cells (GC). 
Fig. 13. SEM micrograph of teleost fish (Arius spixii) cerebellar granular layer processed by the slic-
ing technique. A thick, en passant, mossy fiber (arrows) appears participating in the formation of three 
successive mossy glomeruli (MG). The fine tendril collaterals of climbing fibers (arrowheads) are also 
seen among the granule cells (GC) forming the climbing glomeruli (CG). 
Fig. 14. SEM micrograph of teleost fish (Arius spixii) cerebellar granular layer processed by the slic-
ing technique. A fine beaded process, presumably belonging to a Golgi cell axon (ar rowhead) is observed 
contributing to the formation of mossy glomerulus (MG). The mossy fiber (arrows) is observed entering 
and leaving the granule cell groups. 
Fig. 15. SEM micrograph of teleost fish (Arius spixii) cerebellar granular layer processed by the slic-
ing technique showing an en face view of the mossy glomerular region. Up to 14 granule cells (GC) appear 
sending their dendrites toward the central mossy fiber rosette (MR). 
Fig. 16. SEM micrograph of teleost fish (Arius spixii) processed by the freeze-fracture method revealing 
a transversal view of mossy glomerular region. The mossy fiber (MF) appears surrounded by the granule 
cell dendrites (arrows) during its course through various granule cells (GC). 
Fig. 17. TEM micrograph of mouse cerebellar cortex processed by glutaraldehyde-osmium tetroxide immer-
sion technique showing the mossy glomerulus. The mossy fiber rosette (MR), containing numerous clear 
spheroidal synaptic vesicles (SV) and mitochondria (M), appears surrounded by granule cell dendrite pro-
files (Gd). The arrows indicate asymmetric or Gray's type I synaptic contacts. 
Fig. 18. Freeze-etching replica of mouse cerebellar cortex showing the three-dimensional view of a frac-
tured mossy fiber glomerulus. The central mossy fiber rosette (MR) contains spheroidal synaptic vesicles 
(SV), and mitochondria (M). The arrow indicates the P face of mossy fiber presynaptic membrane showing 
the distribution of intramembrane particles. The fractured profiles of granule cell dendrites (Gd) are 
seen in relief indenting the mossy rosette surface . The cytoplasmic fracture face of neuroglial cells 
(NC) are observed at the periphery of the mossy glomerulus. 
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this layer. The first type, the fine tendri I col-
laterals, characterized by varicosities or globular 
enlargements connected by a f i ne thread, closely 
resembling the Golgi cell axonal ramification~ and 
the second type or thick collaterals (Palay's glo-
merular collaterals), which fairly maintain the same 
ca 1 i ber as the parent stem and end in a truncated 
spray or large efflorescence. These latter col -
laterals could be seen participating in the forma-
tion of glomeruli. The climbing fiber glomeruli 
(Fig. 21) appeared as thin elongated structures, in 
which the glomerular collaterals were surrounded 
by the granule cell dendritic digits . They could 
be clearly differentiated from the mossy fiber glo-
meruli, since the latter ones were larger and round 
or polygonal, due to the presence of the mossy ro-
sette core. As previously described (Castejon and 
Caraballo, 1980a), the Golgi cell axonal plexuses 
have been also seen participating in the formation 
of these glomeruli. The neuroglial envelope was 
apparently absent from the climbing glomeruli, 
since vestiges of neuroglial cytoplasm, as seen in 
the mossy fiber glomeruli, were not _ clearly dis-
tinguished. 
Golgi cells. These cells, examined in teleost 
fish and human cerebelli by Golgi light microscope 
technique and SEM, are macroneurons located among 
the granule cell groups (Fig.1 2) and characterized 
by their large size, horizontal and ascending den-
drites and typical highly branched axonal plexuses 
-(Figs. 22 and 23) . Ethanol-cryofracturing techni-
que for SEM has allowed us to study individual 
Golgi cells and their processes (Castejon and Cara-
ballo, 1980b). In human cerebellar corte x , it was 
possible to observe that the horizontal or descend-
ing dendrites remain in the granular layer and can 
be followed toward the neighboring glomeruli . The 
ascending dendrites enter the Purkinje cell layer 
on their way to the molecular layer. In teleost 
fi s h cerebellar corte x,it has been impossible thu s 
far, to characterize by SEM, the ascending and 
horizontal dendrites due to the superposed adja-
cent granule cell s. The Golgi cell axon (Fig . 23) 
appears highly ramified and each axonal branch has 
a beaded shape showing successive constriction s 
and dilations . This appearance facilitates its 
identification in the granular layer, especiall y 
at the periphery of the mossy glomerular region . 
The axon al endings synapse with granule cell den-
drites (Fig. 24) which ramify extensively in the 
granular layer, g1v1ng the i mpression of a network 
or cobweb joining the granule cell clusters and 
glomerular i s lets. As previou s ly mentioned, the 
Gol gi axons participate in t he formation of mossy 
and c limbing glomeruli (Fi g . 14 ) . The differentia-
tion between Golgi axonal ramifications and ten-
dril collaterals of climbin g fibers was difficult 
because of the similar topog r aphic distribution of 
both axonic processes in cer t a i n areas, especially 
in those SEM electron microg r aphs where the parent 
stems were not visualized. The beaded shape of 
these ramified type s adds a source of uncertainty. 
Purkinje cell layer. At this layer, the Gol-
gi light microscope preparat i ons of mouse and fish 
cerebellum showed the Purkinj e cells with their 
typical pear or flask shaped cell soma, and at the 
molecular layer, the profusely elaborated dendri-
tic tree, characterized by a primary dendritic 
trunk, and secondary and t ertiary branches (Fig. 
25) . Basket eel l axons a ppeared transversally 
running over the Purki nje cell and impinging upon 
the soma surface contributing to the formation of 
the pericellular basket. A similar and improved 
view could be obtained with the ethanol-cryofrac -
turing technique for SEM applied to human cerebel-
lum (Fig . 26) . In these pre parations, the Purkin-
je cells (Fig. 27) exhibited a rough surface, the 
attached basket cell axosoma t ic synaptic endings 
and debris of neuroglial pro cesses . 
In transmission electron micrographs, the 
mouse Purkinje cell surface appeared ensheathed by 
Bergmann glial cells, axosomatic contacts of bas-
ket cell axons and axospi nodendri tic contacts of 
climbing fibers (Fig . 28) . The ethanol -cryofrac-
turi ng technique induced an artifactual removal of 
the satellite Bergmann glial cells, allowing the 
exp 1 oration of the incoming processe s forming the 
pericellular basket . The descending collaterals of 
basket eel l axons appeared as rounded or di gi ti-
for m pro ces se s surrounding t he peri karyon of the 
Purkinje cell and forming short or extensive ter-
minals or "en passant" axosomati c junctions . These 
descending collaterals continue beyond the cell 
body forming the pi nceau x which surround the i ni -
tial segment of the Purkinje cell axon. In addi-
tion, climbing fiber stem s and their tendril col-
laterals could be observed passing through the pin-
ceaux on their way to the molecular layer (Caste-
jon and Valero, 1980). 
In comparison with human cerebellum, with the 
Fig. 19. Freeze-etching replica of mouse cerebellar cortex illustrating the three-dimensional view of 
mossy glomerulus peripheral region. The mossy rosette (MR) shows the continuity with the mossy fiber (ar-
row) suggesting its "en passant" nature . The complex interdigitation between granule cell dendrites (Gd) 
and neuroglial cytoplasm (NC) is appreciated . 
Fig. 20 . SEM micrograph of teleost fish (Arius spixii) cerebellar granular layer processed by the slic-
ing technique . A climbing fiber glomerular collateral (CFl) and a granule cell (GC) appear contributing 
to the formation of a climbing fiber glomerulus (CG). Another climbing fiber (CF2) ascends to the Purkin-
je cell layer. 
Fig. 21. SEM micrograph of teleost fish (Arius spixii) cerebellar granular layer processed by the slic-
ing technique . A glomerular collateral of a climbing fiber (CF) is observed bifurcating (arrows) and 
forming two thin, elongated climbing fiber glomeruli (CGl, CG2). 
Fig . 22 . Photomicrograph of teleost fish Golgi stained cerebellar cortex. The Golgi cell (Go) exhibits 
the beaded axonal ramification extended in the granular layer (arrowheads). An ascending dendrite (arrow) 
is also seen . 
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SEM slicing technique, a better preservation of 
teleost fish Purkinje cell was obtained . The shape, 
outer surface and topographical relationship of 
Purkinje cell soma with ascending climbing fibers 
and neighboring basket cells (Fig. 29) were clear-
ly visualized. The cleavage plane was again un-
doubtedly produced at the level of satellite Berg-
mann glial cells. 
Close examination of freeze-etching replicas 
permitted a three-dimensional view of cytoplasmic 
and nuclear fracture faces of Purk i nje ce 11 soma 
(Fig . 30). This image could be easily correlated 
with the TEM electron micrograph illustrated in 
Fig. 23. SEM micrograph of human cerebellar cortex processed by the ethanol-cryofracturing technique. A 
Go l gi cell l Go) is observed exhibiting the beaded axona l plexus l thick arrows) and a horizontal dendrite 
(thin arrow) remaining in the granular layer and an ascending dendrite (arrowheads) directed toward the 
molecular layer. 
Fig. 24. SEM micrograph of teleost fish (Arius spixii) processed by the freeze-fracture method. Fine 
beaded axonal ramifications of Golgi cell (arrows) are observed synapsing with granule cell dendritic 
digits (arrowheads). 
Fig. 25. Photomicrograph 
kin je cell (PC) soma and 
axon (arrowheads) appears 
the pericellular basket. 
of mouse cerebellar cortex irregularly stained by the Golgi method. The Pur-
tne dendritic arborization (arrows) are clearly distinguished. A basket cell 
running transversally over the somatic surface contributing to the formation of 
Fig. 26. SEM fractograph of human cerebellar cortex processed by the ethanol -cryofracturi ng technique. 
The shrunken Purkinje cell (PC) soma shows the emergence of the primary dendritic trunk (arrowheads). A 
climbing fiber (asterisk) is seen approaching to the primary trunk . A transversally running basket cell 
axon \arrows) participates ,n the formation of the Purkinje pericellular nest. The Bergmann glial cell 
has been detached by the cryofracturing process at the dark spaces surrounding the Purkinje cell. 
Fig. 27. SEM fractograph of human cerebellar cortex processed by the ethanol-cryofracturing technique. 
Axosomatic endings of basket cell axons (BE) are observed att ached to the exposed Purkinje cell surface 
(PC). 
Fig. 28. TEM of mouse cerebel Jar cortex showing a dark Purkinje cell \PC) and its primary dendritic 
trunk. The nucleus (N), endoplasmic reticulum (ER), mitochondria (M) and Golgi complex (Goe) are observed. 
The electron lucent cytoplasm of Bergmann glial cells (BG) appears partially covering the somatic surface. 
A climbing fiber ending ( CF) is seen synapsing with a spine at the l eve I of the primary dendriti c trunk 
(arrow). 
Fig . 29. SEM micrograph of teleost fish (Arius spixii) processed by the slicing technique. 
Purkinje cell body (PC) appears surrounded by axosomatic endings of basket cell (arrow) and 
cell (NC). Climbing fibers (CF) are distinguished. The surface of the axon hillock region of 
cell (asterisk) is also seen at the lower pole of cell soma. 




Fig . 28. A complete description of the fine struc-
ture of Purki nje ce 11 soma by means of transmi s-
si on electron microscopy has been given by Palay 
and Chan-Palay (1974) . 
As illustrated in human cerebellum (Fig. 26), 
the primary dendritic trunk of Purkinje cells could 
be observed projecting vertically and devoid of 
the neighboring neuropil. The surface of the trunk 
showed small and fine attached processes, presuma -
bly corresponding to remaining portions of neuro-
glial cytoplasm and synaptic endings of climbing 
fibers and basket eel I axons. 
Molecular layer. At this layer, the Purkinje 
dendritic arborization, parallel and climbing fi-
bers, stellate neurons, neuroglial cells and capil-
laries were recognized . 
With the SEM freeze-fracture method a true 
appreciation of the three-dimensional configuration 
of fractured Salmo trout Purkinje dendritic arbo-
ri zati on was obtained. Secondary, tertiary and 
successive dendritic branches were observed ascend-
ing or curling downwards in the molecular layer 
(Fig. 31). The cross sections of passing parallel 
fibers and the synaptic vari cosi ti es of these fi -
bers were seen forming the immediate neighboring 
Fig. 30. Freeze-etching replica of mouse cerebellar cortex displaying the three-dimensional relief of 
fractured endoplasmic _ reticulum (ER), cell organelles and nuclear envelope (NE) of Purkinje cell soma. 
Free ribosomes and polyribosomes are seen embedded on the cytoplasmic fracture face (arrowheads). 
Fig. 31. SEM micrograph of Salmo trout cerebellar cortex processed by the freeze-fracture technique. The 
fractured primary trunk and secondary Purkinje dendrites (Pd) are ensheathed by the Bergmann glial cell 
cytoplasm (BG). The cross cut synaptic endings (arrows) and non-synaptic segments of parallel fibers (ar-
rowheads) are observed in the neighboring neuropil. 
Fig. 32. SEM micrograph of human cerebellar molecular layer processed by the ethanol-cryofracturing 
technique. A parallel fiber (arrows) is observed passing through successive Purkinje dendritic branches 
making "en passant" synapses (arrowheads) w1 th Purk i nje dendrit i c spines ( Ps). 
Fig. 33. Freeze-etching replica of mouse cerebellar molecular layer fractured in the sagittal plane . Two 
longitudinally fractured Purkinje dendrites (Pdl, Pd2) appear separated by cross cut parallel fiber bun-
dles (PF). A climbing fiber ending (CF) and a capillary (C) are also seen. 
Fig. 34. Freeze-etching replica of mouse cerebellar molecular layer fractured in the transversal plane . 
The longitudinal profile of a parallel fiber (PF) is seen covered by the Bergmann glial cell cytoplasm 
(BG). An opening through the synaptic varicosity allows one to visualize the spheroidal synaptic vesicles 
(arrow). The P face (Pf) and E face (Ef) of neighboring endings of Purkinje spines are also distinguished 
Fig . 35. Freeze-etching replica of mouse cerebellar molecular layer. The fractured Purkinje branchlet 
(Pd) exhibits the E face of three Purkinje spines (Ps) . The three-dimensional morphology of the spines 
is illustrated in relief over the smooth cytoplasmic fracture face of Bergmann glial cell (BG) . In the 
upper part of the figure the parallel fibers (PF) can be seen. 
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neuropil. In spite of the low SEM resolution, the 
three-dimensiona l image of spheroidal synaptic ves-
ic les was observed within the paral l e l "en passant" 
synaptic endings. vJi th the SEM freeze-fracture 
technique, preservation of the Bergmann glial cyto-
plasm was achieved, presumably due to the rapid 
freezing by Freon 22. As previously mentioned, 
these neuroglial cells were not seen with the eth-
anol-cryofracturing technique, in which liquid ni-
trogen (medium freezing rate) was used. 
Para l lel fiber-Purkinje dendrite synaptic re-
lationship. With ethanol-cryofracturing technique, 
the "en passant" synaptic relationship between Pur-
kinje dendrites and paraliel fibers was recognized 
in human cerebellum (Fig. 32). The parallel fiber 
appeared as a thin filiform structure passing 
through the successive Purki nje dendriti c branch-
lets. 
A deeper and more detailed information on the 
three-dimensional arrangement of the parallel-Pur-
kinje spine synapses was obtained through the study 
of freeze-etching replicas of mouse cerebellar mo-
lecular layer. After the T bifurcation in this 
layer, the granule cell axons or parallel f i bers 
could be identified because they run perpendicular-
ly orientated to the Purki nje dendri tic arbori za-
tion. The cross section of the synaptic enlarge-
ments and the non-synaptic segments of the parallel 
fibers could be seen in the immediate neighborhood 
of the primary,secondary and tertiary Purkinje den-
drites (Fig. 33). In sections passing through the 
longitudinal axis of the cerebellar fo l ium, the 
parallel fibers were seen in relief, showing the 
synaptic varicosities related to the Purkinje den-
dri tic spines and the non-synaptic segments covered 
by the Bergmann glial cell cytoplasm. The frac-
tured "en passant" synaptic endings of parallel 
fibers appeared as large round profiles which con-
tained clusters of spheroidal synaptic vesicles 
(Fig. 34). 
Fig. 35 illustrates a fractured Purkinje den-
dritic branchlet exhibiting the three-dimensional 
morphology of Purkinje spines E face. They exhibit 
a short neck, an e 11 i pt i ca 1 body and a round end, 
partially en sheathed by the Bergmann gl i al eel l 
cytoplasm . At the TEM level the Purkinje dendritic 
spines were observed making Gray' s type I synaptic 
contacts or asymmetric synapses with the "en pas-
sant" varicosities of paralle l fibers (Fig. 36). 
In freeze etching preparations the fractured pre-
synaptic varicosities of paralle l fibers, contain-
ing spheroidal synaptic vesicles (Fig. 37) appear-
ed attached to the bul bous round end of the spine, 
making invaginated spine synapses. 
With the freeze-fracture method for SEM, in 
spite of the low SEM resolution.a three-dimension-
al view of Salmo trout parallel fiber varicosities 
was achieved (Fig. 38). The fractured endings 
showed closely packed spheroidal vesicles cluster-
ed by an amorphous substance. In freeze-etching 
replicas of mouse cerebe 11 a r cortex, an aggrega-
tion of intramembrane particles was observed at 
the P face of mouse paralle l presynaptic membrane 
and at the E face of Purkinje postsynaptic membrane 
(Fig. 39). The cytoplasmic fracture face of Berg-
mann glial cells appeared encapsulating the spine 
synapses. The parallel fiber varicosity appeared 
surrounding the Purkinje dendritic spine making 
invaginated spine synapses . This arrangement could 
be easily corre 1 ated with the TEM appearance of 
cross sectioned parallel fiber-Purkinje spine 
synapses (Fig. 40). With the SEM freeze-fracture 
method, the non-synaptic segments of teleost fish 
(Arius spixii) parallel fibers were observed as a 
compact bundle of cylindrical axons separated by 
neurogl ial cytoplasm (Fig. 41). In mouse freeze-
etching replicas, the P face of parallel fiber men-
brane was disclosed showing numerous randomly dis-
persed intramembrane particles (Fig. 42). On the 
contrary, the Bergmann fractured face cytoplasm 
exhibited a typical smooth surface and few i so-
1 ated particles. 
Climbing fiber-Purkinje spine synapses. With 
the SEM slicing technique, the teleost fish parent 
c 1 i mbi ng fibers were observed approaching to the 
Purkinje cell soma (Fig.43) and then ascending to-
ward the surface of the cortex, closely applied to 
the Purkinje primary trunk and secondary dendritic 
Fig. 36. TEM of mouse cerebellar cortex. Glutaraldehyde-osmium tetroxide fixation. Alcian blue staining. 
Two "en passant" parallel fiber endings (PF) are observed synapsing with two longitudinally sectioned 
Purkinje dendritic spines (Ps). 
Fig. 37. Freeze-etching replica of mouse cerebellar molecular layer showing a parallel fiber (PF)-Pur-
kinje dendrite (Pd) spine synapse. The fractured parallel fiber "en passant" ending contains spheroidal 
synaptic vesicles (SV). Aggregate of intramembrane particles (arrow) are observed at the E face Purkinje 
spine postsynaptic membrane. The cleavage plane has intersected the synaptic cleft /arrowhead). The Berg-
mann glial cell cytoplasm (BG) partially ensheaths the spine synaptic contact. 
Fig. 38. SEtl fractograph of teleost fish Salmo trout processed by the freeze-fracture method. Severa1 
fractured parallel fiber varicosities (arrows) are observed in the vicinity of a spiny Purkinje dendritic 
branchlet (Pd). In spite of the low resolution SEM, the three-dimensional morphology of spheroidal synap-
tic vesicles is illustrated within the paralle l fiber synaptic varicosities. The synaptic vesicles appear 
clustered by a homogeneous extravesicular substance. 
Fig. 39. Freeze -etching rep l ica of mouse cerebellar mol ecular layer i ll ustrating two fractured para ll el 
fiber-Purkinje spine synapses. At the upper part of the figure, the para ll el fiber ending (PF) appears 
covering the fractured Purkinje spine (Ps). Pits and aggregation of intramembrane particles are observed 
(arrows) at the Pf postsynaptic membrane. The outer para ll el spine synapse is observed at the center of 
the figure (arrowheads). The cytoplasmic fracture face of parallel fiber ending contains scarce spheroid-
al synaptic vesic l es and randomly distributed intramembrane partic l es. At the lower part of the figure 
the cytop l asmic fracture face of Bergmann gl i al cells (BG) is noted. 
Fig. 40. TEM of mouse cerebellar cortex. Glutaraldehyde-osmium tetroxide fixati on. Two parallel fiber 
(PF)-Purkinje spine (Ps) synapses have been cross sectioned. The bulbous spine ends invaginate the 
parallel fiber presynaptic varicosities, which contain spheroidal, cl ear synaptic vesicles. The Bergmann 
glia l cytop l asm (BG) ensheaths the i nvaginated spine synapses. 
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branches. With the ethanol-cryofracturing techni-
que, the climbing fibers of human cerebellum show-
ed, as in the granular layer, an arborescence pat-
tern type of bifurcation, characteristically 
spreading in three different planes (Fig. 44). In 
addition, collateral branches (Scheibel 's collat-
erals) were observed extensively running in the 
molecu lar layer (Fig. 45). By means of SEM freeze-
fracture method, the teleost fish terminal climb-
; ng fibers were seen ending by fine tendrils on 
the Purkinje spiny dendritic branches (Fig. 46). 
In freeze-fracture replicas of mouse cerebel-
lar molecular layer, fractured in a sagittal plane 
(Fig . 47), the climbing fiber endings were posi-
tively identified by: a) their large size in com-
parison with the parallel fiber endings;b)a dense 
packing of synaptic vesicles, and c) the formation 
of axospi nodendri tic contacts with the large Pur-
ki nje dendriti c spines. In such replicas, the 
climbing fiber varicosities were well displayed 
and appeared fractured in a plane parallel to the 
main axis of large Purkinje dendrites. The exami-
nation of the E face climbing fiber presynapti c 
membrane revealed elevated localized patches,which 
were correlated with synaptic active sites. They 
were characterized by clusters of 8-15nm intra-
membrane particles (!MPs), 3 to 5 randomly distrib-
uted membrane protuberances and pi ts or craters, 
with diameters of approximately 12-16nm. The ele-
vated patches appeared surrounded by !MPs free 
membrane domains. At these regions, the fracture 
process usually continued by splitting the Purkinje 
spine postsynaptic membrane, exposing its P face 
and finally extending toward the enveloping Berg-
mann glial cell, which disclosed its P and cyto-
plasmic fracture faces. The P face Purkinje spine 
membrane was characterized by a high density dis-
tribution of !MPs. Usually the climbing fiber end-
ings contact with several Purkinje spines. 
Stellate neurons. Human cerebellar cortex 
specimens, processed for SEM by ethanol-cryofrac-
turing technique,showed in a parasagittal fracture 
of the outer third molecular layer, superficia l 
short-axon stellate neurons (Fig . 48), with round, 
ellipsoidal or fusiform somata. These superficial 
stellate cells are easily recognized, since they 
are the only neurons in the upper molecular layer 
(Fig. 49). The plane of the fracture also allowed 
us to identify the ascending Purkinje dendritic 
branchlets. Stellate neurons, Purkinje dendritic 
branchlets and parallel fibers are the main struc-
tural elements of the outer molecular layer. Bas-
ket cells and fewer stellate cells were also found 
in the middle and inner thirds of the molecular 
layer . By these criteria, numerous stellate cells 
were recorded in the outer third molecular layer . 
Three to five beaded dendrites radiated from the 
cell body toward the neighboring Purkinje dendrites 
or other stellate cells. The axon originated by 
way of a typical triangular shape axon hillock and, 
after a short initial segment,bifurcated into ten-
uous varicose collaterals. Short, ramified and 
beaded dendrites emerged from the cell somata, di-
rected toward the passing bundles of parallel fi-
bers. 
Some larger stellate cel ls bore axons exhibit-
ing a meandering course, short sectioned collater-
al hranches and round enlarged endings. Neither 
the sections nor the fractures studied with the 
SEM allowed observation of their ascending or des-
cending collaterals, classically described in light 
microscope Golgi impregnated materia l. The termi-
nal arborization of the axons appeared as a deli-
cate plexus that branched and re branched over the 
Purkinje dendritic hranchlets. Small varicosities 
cou ld be seen along the course of the fine termi -
nal axonic branches. 
l~i th the SEM freeze-fracture method, the te-
l eost fish stellate neurons exhibited nuclear and 
cytoplasmic features which resembled those of gran-
ule cells (for details, see Castejon and Castejon, 
1987). In addition, the freeze-etching replicas of 
mouse stellate neurons revealed the cytoplasmic 
and nuclear envelope fracture faces of these cells 
(Fig. 50). Scarcely fractured endoplasmic reticu-
lum canaliculi and vesicles were observed dispersed 
throughout the cytoplasm. The nuclear pores were 
randomly distributed over the surface of the frac-
tured nuclear envelope . 
The fractured synaptic endings of stellate 
cel l axons could be observed applied directly over 
the Purkinje dendritic s haft, making typical axo-
dendritic synapses (Fig. 51). 
Discussion 
In the present study, the slicing technique 
for SEM, ethanol-cryofractography for SEM, SEM 
freeze-fracture method and freeze-etching techni -
que have been used in conjunction to study the 
three-dimensional cytoarchitectonic arrangement of 
vertebrate cerebellar cortex. The results obtain-
ed have been compared with light and transmission 
electron microscope findings in order to achieve 
proper i denti fi cation of cereben ar neurons and 
intracortical circuits. This study provides with 
modern methods, a three-dimensional view of known 
cerebe llar organization and confirms and expands 
light and transmiss ion electron microscope studies 
of vertebrate cere bellum . The contribution of the 
technical methodology applied in the present study 
will be discussed first. 
Slicing technique for SEM. 
By this technique, unrevealed or hidden sur-
faces of cerebel 1 ar cortex were exposed ( Castejon 
Fig . 41. SEM micrograph of teleost fisll (Arius spixii) cerebellar cortex processed by the slicing tech-
nique showing the non-synaptic segments of parallel fiber bundles (PF) in the molecular layer. Remnants 
of neuroglial cytoplasm (NC) are observed separating the parallel fibers. 
Fig. 42. Freeze-etching replica of mouse cerebellar molecular layer showing fractured non-synaptic seg-
ments of parallel fiber (PF) widely separated by intervening Bergmann glial cell cytoplasm (BG). The P 
face parallel fiber membrane exhibits numerous irregularly distributed intrame mbrane particles. 
Fig. 43. SEM micrograph of teleost fish (Arius spixii) cerebellar cortex processed by the slicing tech-
nique . The climbing fibers (arrows) coming from the granular layer pass through the Purkinje cell (PC) 
layer and ascend toward the molecular layer. 
Fig. 44 . SEM micrograph of teleost fish (Arius spixii) cerebellar molecular layer processed by the slic-
ing technique. The climbing fibers (CF) and their collateral processes show a sagittal compartmentaliza-
tion between the Purkinje dendrites (Pd). 
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and Caraballo, 1980a), thus al lowing the observa-
tion of granule cells , mossy and climbing fiber 
glomeruli and Purkinje cells. These observations 
were later partially supported by the "creative 
tearing" technique (Scheibel et al . , 1981) and the 
ultrasonic microdissection (Arnett and Low, 1985). 
In addition, a greater depth of exposed surface 
was achieved in certain areas by the "creative 
tearing" procedure, such as at the level of Pur-
kinje cells and their synaptic relationship with 
Fig. 49. SEM micrograph of te 1 east fish (Ari us 
spixii) cerebellar outer molecular layer processed 
by the slicing technique. The stellate neuron (SN) 
shows a short dendrite (arrowheads) and a convo-
1 uted axon (arrow). Purkinje dendritic branch l ets 
(Pd) are seen. Synaptic contacts are not distin-
guished. 
Fig. 50. Freeze-etching replica of mouse cerebel-
lar outer third molecular layer showing a stellate 
neuron (SN). The P face of plasma membrane (arrow), 
the cytoplasmic fractured face (Cf) and the P face 
of inner nuclear membrane {arrowheads) are visual-
ized . The cross sectioned parallel fibers (PF) are 
also seen in the neighboring neuropil. 
Fig. 51. Freeze-etching replica of mouse cerebel-
lar outer third molecular layer. A stellate axonal 
e nding (Se) appears attached directly to the shaft 
of t he Purkinje dendritic branchlet (Pd). The in-
t r amembrane particl e density of P face Purk i nje 
dendritic membrane is observed . At the upper part 
of the figure, the Bergmann g 1 i a 1 ce 11 cytop 1 asm 
(BG) i s s een. 
basket cells and by ultrasonic microdissection at 
the level of Golgi cell and Purkinje dendr i tic 
spines . 
Ethanol-cryofracturing technique. 
Scanning electron microscopy combined with 
the cryofracture technique (Humphreys et al . ,1974, 
1975) has been of some potential value for study-
ing the neuronal architecture and synaptic connec-
tions of the human cerebellar corte x (Castejon and 
Fig. 45. SEM fractograph of human cerebellar molecular layer processed by the ethanol-cryofracturing 
technique. The climbing fiber (CF) and its Scheibel's collateral show the typical arborescence pattern 
type of bifurcation. Purkinje dendrite spiny branchlets (Pd) are observed in the close neighborhood. 
Fig. 46. SEM micrograph of teleost fish (Arius spixii) cerebellar cortex processed by the slicing tech-
nique. Tendril collaterals of climbing fibers (CF) appear approaching to the fine, delicate Purkinje 
spiny branchlets (Pd) in the outer third molecular layer. 
Fig. 47. Freeze-etching replica of mouse cerebellar molecular layer fractured in the sagittal plane. The 
cleavage plane has shifted from the E face climbing fiber ending (EfCF) to the P face Purkinje spine mem-
brane (PfPs). Aggregate of intramembrane particles (arrows) and pits are observed at the climbing pre-
synaptic membrane. The Purkinje spine appears connected by a long stalk to the parent dendrite (Pd). 
Cross cut parallel fiber (PF) and Bergmann glial cell (BG) are observed in the neuropil. 
Fig. 48 . SEM fractograph of human cerebellar molecular layer processed by ethanol-cryofracturing tech-




Caraballo, 1980b) . This technique seems ideally 
suited for tracing intracortical cerebellar cir-
cuits and less convenient for studying outer nerve 
cell soma surface . For example, it allowed us to 
trace almost completely the intracortical course 
of climbing fibers. Similar results have not been 
obtained thus far with other techniques designed 
to facilitate SEM study of nerve tissue hidden 
surfaces. 
The fracture of human cerebe 11 ar fragments, 
after freezing with liquid nitrogen (medium freez-
ing rate) permitted the exploration of granule, 
Purkinje and molecular layers of ceretellum (Cas-
tejon and Valero, 1980). The fracture line iso-
lated some cell types, such as granule and Golgi 
cells. In addition, a cryodissection of afferent 
fibers (mossy and climbing fibers), cerebellar 
cortex intrinsic fibers (parallel fibers, Golgi, 
basket and stellate cell axons) and most dendritic 
processes is produced. Apparently the nerve pro-
cesses are kept intac t due to the freezing of the 
ethanol impregnated tissue (Humphreys et al., 1975) 
which is transformed into an amorphous solid,which 
in turn acts as a solid matrix supporting the deli-
cate neuronal processes. 
After freezing with liquid nitrogen,the frac-
ture of the cerebellar fragments is produced at 
the sites of tissue weakness, represented in the 
granular layer by the neuroglial cells, which par-
tially surround the granule cell groups and the 
cerebellar glomeruli, and by the Bergmannglial 
cells in the Purkinje cell and molecular layers. 
The cerebel;ar neuroglial cells are thus partially 
removed by the cryofracture process. This fact ex-
plains the infrequent observation of neuroglial 
cells in the fractograoh of the granular layer and 
the presence of la rg e crevices at the sites pre-
viously occupied by t he Bergmann glial cell bodies 
in the Purkinje cell layer. The Bergmann glial 
cells are astrocyti c in nature and presumably re-
present a water-ion compartment easily detached 
during the cryofracture process . The removal of 
glial cells has been also reported by Lewis (1971). 
It is important to emphasize that with this tech-
nique we did not obtain internal details of cere-
bellar nerve cells, as those reported by Humphreys 
et al. (1974, 1975) in kidney and liver tissues. 
A supportive technique, the Golgi light mi-
croscope technique, was used by us to correlate 
the findings olta i ned by the cryofracturi ng SEM 
procedure. The Golgi technique provides, with un-
surpassed clarity and faithful delineation, the 
shape and spatial arrangements of isolated nerve 
units. This technique is indispensable for defin-
ing the matrix within which, data from ethanol-
cryofracturing technique and freeze-fracture SEM 
can be interpreted. It is obvious that the new 
information obtained from these latter techniques 
can become useful only if it can be related to 
known structural entities such as cerebellar neu-
rons and their intracortical circuits. In a pre-
vious paper we partially achieved this goal in re-
lation with mossy fiber-granule cell synapses (Cas-
tejon, 1981). The image of tangled and overlapping 
neural processes produced by ba.th techniques at 
different levels of resolutions and magnifications, 
demand an increasing effort to systematically cor-
relate the results obtained with the com bi nation 
of these techniques. 
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Freeze-fracture scanning electron microscopy. 
Some internal details of fractured cerebellar 
nerve and neuroglial cells have been three-dimen-
sionally viewed by SEM (Castejon, 1984) taking ad-
vantage of the washing out of soluble proteins 
from the fracture face induced by the freeze-frac-
ture process (Haggis and Phipps-Todd, 1977). The 
neuronal and neuroglial nuclear chromatin observed 
by srn could be well correlated with their TEM 
images, in which large heterochromatin masses could 
be seen. Since cerebellar tissue is primarily 
fixed with chemical fixatives, by perfusion or im-
mersion techniques, an adequate preservation of 
chromatin material is expected . However, a certain 
degree of shrinkage and clumping of heterochroma-
tin anastomotic bands was observed, which could be 
a denaturing reaction induced by the Freon freezing 
process. Chromatin fibers, as described by Haggis 
and Bond ( 1979) and Ii no and Nagay ( 1981) in non-
nervous tissue, were not observed in cerebellar 
nerve cells. 
An interesting contribution of the freeze-
fracture method for SEM, is al so the three-dimen-
sional visualization of the spatial arrangement 
and organization of endoplasmic reticulum surface . 
In general, fractured cerebe1 lar nerve cells showed 
a caveolar appearance, presumably due to any one 
of the following possibilities. In single cells as 
also in multicellular systems, injury and cell 
death have been correlated with intracellular ice 
formation. In smooth muscle, an ideal model system 
for the investigation of cryoinjury, ice cavities 
and shrinkage of peri nuclear region have been re-
ported by Hunt et al. (1982). The cytoplasmic dam-
age observed in some cerebellar neurons would be 
probably due to spherulytic crystalline formation 
(Luget, 1970). Apparently, a center of crystalli-
zation is formed in the cytoplasmic matrix, which 
while growing, rejects the endoplasmic reticulum 
and cell organelles. Another alternative is a cy-
toplasmic injury produced during rewarming and 
thawing by a process of devitrification, melting 
or recrystallization. Since fragments of cerebel-
lar tissue were plunged into Freon at -150 °C (rap-
id freezing rate), there is the likelihood of 
intracellular freezing with cooling velocity of 
damage from recrystallization of intracellular ice 
during warming. However, in our experiments, water 
in tis sue was replaced by absolute ethanol prior 
to freezing, thus preventing ice crysta"J formation. 
Previous experiments of Humphreys et al. (1975) on 
liver; and Haggis et al. (1976) on muscle, suggest 
that in fixed tissues, ethanol freezes to a glass 
or non-crystalline state, both, at rapid freezing 
rates (tissue plunged into Freon at -150°C) or me-
dium freezing rates (tissue plunged directly into 
liquid nitrogen) with no distortion of tissue 
structure. However, in tables of Physical Con-
stants, the melting point of ethanol is given as 
-112 ° C to -117°C; so, it is possible that ethanol 
may crystallize below these temperatures, thereby 
producing some structural rearrangement similar to 
that produced by ice formation (G. Haggis,personal 
communication). 
Freeze-etching technique. 
The correlative study of freeze-etching rep-
1 i cas and freeze-fracture technique for SEM can 
greatly extend the visualization and understanding 
of the three-dimensional organization of cerebellar 
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nerve cells, especially the assembly of synaptic 
contacts. The replicas, by pro vi ding vistas of 
cleaved surfaces with higher resolution than that 
obtained at SEM level, enable tne appreciation of 
the extent and three-dimensional configuration of 
synaptic membrane contacts. Its pri nci pal advan-
tage is that, in addition to the intramembrane 
structure, it explores three-dimensional details 
not made visible by other techniques at cellular 
and macromolecular levels . By comparing with the 
freeze-fracture SEM images, complementary informa-
tion and a more accurate view of the three-dimen-
sional structure of cerebellar nerve cell was ob-
tained (Castejon, 1984, 1986). Qualitative and 
quantitative freeze-etching analyses of mature and 
developing cerebellar cortex have been performed 
on certain regions, such as granule cells, mossy 
fiber, climbing fibers,Purkinje cells and Bergmann 
glial cells (Palay and Chan-Palay,1974; Landis and 
Reese, 1974; Korte and Rosenbluth, 1980; Garda-
Segura and Perrelet, 1982, 1984; Garda-Segura,1985; 
Castejon, 1984; Castejon and Castejon, 1987). These 
investigations have provided basic information on 
the three-dimensional structure of cerebellar nerve 
cells and have revealed the specific distribution 
of intramembrane particles at pre- and post-synap-
tic sites. 
Contribution of SEM to the Cytoarchitectonic study 
of Cerebellar Cortex 
Granule Cell Layer 
Granule ce 11 s. The present study shows the 
three-dimensional view of the outer surface and 
the interior of cerebellar granule cells and their 
processes as visualized by low resolution SEM and 
freeze-etching replicas. The freeze-fracture meth-
od for SEM allows direct access to the interior of 
granule cell, as well as preservation of some deli-
cate structures such as cytoplasmic strands and 
cel l organelles (Castejon, 1984). On the basis of 
configuration and spatial relationships, we have 
interpreted the cytoplasmic strands, running from 
the nucleus to the plasma membrane, as the genuine 
cytoplasmic components of the endoplasmic reticu-
lum. Similar cytoplasmic strands have been observed 
by Haggis and Phipps-Todd (1977) in freeze-frac-
tured chicken erythrocytes. In addition,TEM studies 
of several vertebrate cerebellar granule cells 
(Gray, 1961; Dahl et al., 1962; Fox, 1962; Caste-
jon, 1969; Mugnaini, 1972; Palay and Chan-Palay, 
1974), have reported a meager cytoplasm containing 
few tubules of rough and smooth endoplasmic retic-
ulum, often confluent with the nuclear envelope by 
one side or the plasma membrane by the other one. 
However, high resolution SEM should be used in the 
future to characterize granule cell endoplasmic 
reticulum membranes on the basis of their membrane 
surface characteristics. 
At the freeze-fracture SEM level there was 
also preliminary identification of cell organelles, 
(Castejon, 1981, 1984) such as mitochondria, lyso-
somes and the Golgi complex, according to their 
shape, size and intracytoplasmic localization. 
Mitochondria were mainly identified by their sau-
sage-1 ike shape, since mitochondrial cristae could 
not be disclosed by the freeze-fracture technique 
for SEM. 
As previously reported (Castejon, 1984), the 
Golgi apparatus is characterized as a mass network 
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containing large vacuoles and small vesicles, 
which closely resemble the schematic drawings from 
transmission electron micrograph re construction. 
Our scanning electron micrograph of the Golgi com-
plex close 'ly resembles the SEM appearance of the 
Golgi apparatus shown by Tanaka et al., (1976) in 
the rabbit pancreatic cell using the ion-etched 
technique, and by St urgess and t1oscarello (1976) 
in subcellular fractions isolated from rat liver 
ce 11 s, and could be easily correlated with TEM 
descriptions of Novikoff (1967). 
The three-dimensional structure of chromatin 
observed in the fractured granule cell nucleus 
(Castejon, 1981 ) resembles chromatin in freeze -
fractured chicken erythrocytes (Haggis and Bond, 
1979). The SEM image of chromatin suggests that 
the granule cell is a good model for the study of 
heterochromatin in an interkinetic nucleus. The 
freeze-fracture method permitted us to observe 
the rough outer surfaces of the nuclear envelope. 
Some tubules were observed attached to the outer 
surface of the nuclear envelope, revealing that 
the freeze-fracture method preserves cytoske l etal 
components. However, we have not seen any cl ear 
evidence of nuclear pore structures, presumably 
due to the low resolution of SEM. As demonstrated 
by Kirschner et al. (1977) by high resolution SEM, 
visualization of the pore structure requires Tri-
ton X 100 pretreatment. Granule eel l processes 
were traced in both, the granular and molecular 
layers . 
Mossy fibers and mossy f_ip_er g l omerul i. In 
the granular layer we have identified, with the 
aid of the Golgi technique (Castejon, 1981), the 
mossy fibers with their typical rosette forma-
tions. Similar studies have been reported in 
other vertebrates by severa l authors (Cajal, 1926, 
1955; Fox et al., 1967; Palay and Chan-Palay, 
1974). In accordance with their light microsco-
pic features, we have looked for mossy fibers at 
SEM level, following their course between the 
granule cell groups. We have characterized as 
mossy fibers those afferent fibers exhibiting ro-
sette expansions . Such synaptic enlargements are 
not displayed by either climbing fibers or des-
cending Purkinje cell axons (Castejon and Cara-
ballo, 1980a). The only source of confusion arises 
between the fine beaded collaterals of Golgi axons 
and fine mossy branches forming small glomeruli. 
In such cases, only the continuity with the thick 
parent mossy fiber branches permitted a clear dif-
ferentiation between the two types of fibers. At 
SEM level, the synaptic junctions between the 
mossy fiber and granule cell dendrites at the 
mossy glomerulus appeared as the contact surface 
bet~1een the smooth surface rosette expansion and 
several granule cell dendritic tips or dendritic 
claws (Castejon and Valero,1980; Castejon, 1981). 
With SEM slicing technique a clear distinc-
tion between fish mossy and climbing glomeruli 
could be made (Castejon and Caraballo, 1980a; Cas-
tejon, 1981). The mossy glomeruli are polygonal 
or round in shape, while the climbing glomeruli 
are thin elongated structures. The contact surface 
between the mossy fiber and granule cell dendrites 
was first described at SEM level by Castejon and 
Valero (1~80) in human cerebellum using the etha-
nol-cryofracturing technique. A detailed view of 
the outer surface of the mossy glomerulus was 
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recently given by Scheibel et al. (1981). More 
recently additional information was reported by 
Arnett and Low (1985) using ultrasonic microdis-
section. Some inner features of fractured mossy 
glomerul us were for the first time reported in 
fish teleostean cerebellar cortex using the freeze-
fracture method (Castejon, 1981). 
The appearar :ce c f t he mossy "i'iber glomerulus 
can be correlated with the stereodiagram shm'-ln by 
Eccles et al., ( 1967). The SEM observations of 
mossy fiber glomeruli offered additional informa-
tion about the quantitative relations between gran-
ule cells and glomeruli . As illustrated in Fig.15, 
up to 18 granule cells have been observed surround-
ing one glomerulus . This 18:1 ratio is considera-
bly higher than that (4.5:1) previously reported 
to occur in the vermis of adult cat (Eccles et al . , 
1967). About 17 dendrites have been observed en-
tering the mossy glomerulus. This finding is in 
accord with the observation made by Fox et al.(196~ 
that up to 15 granule dendrites could enter the 
same glomerulus. 
As shown in Fig . 13, the mossy fibers estab -
lish several "en pass ant" synapses with the granule 
cell dendrites of different glomeruli. The passage 
character of this synaptic relationship is a well 
known feature of mossy fiber branches (Eccles et 
al., 1967; Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974). Some mossy 
fiber glomeruli showed remnants of glial cytoplasm 
which were not observed in the climbing fiber glo-
meruli. Such observations are in full agreement 
with previous transmission electron microscope 
findings (Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974). 
Climbing fibers and climbing fiber glomeruli. 
The SEM study of climbing fibers confirms and ex-
tends the basic morphological aspects of these fi-
bers as earlier known from the pioneering Cajal 
(1955) classical account to the more recent studies 
of Carrea et al. (1947), Scheibel and Scheibel 
( 1954), Szentagothai and Rajkovits (1959), Larramen-
di and Victor (1967), O'Leary et al. (1968, 1971), 
Fox et al. (1969), Chan-Palay and Palay (1970, 
1971), Palay and Chan-Palay (1974), Murphy et al. 
(1973), Rivera-Domfnguez et al. (1974) and Freed-
man et al. (1978). Critical problems regarding the 
proper identification of climbing fibers in the 
electron microscope have proved to be more diffi-
cult than their appearance under the light mi era-
scope would indicate. These problems were well 
documented by Chan-Palay and Palay (1970,1971) and 
Mugnaini (1972). 
Climbing fibers were distinguished by their 
size, location, shape, course and known synaptic 
relationship. In a previous work (Castejon, 1983), 
we have visualized and characterized for the first 
time by SEM,the climbing fiber ~,avy pathway through 
the cerebellar cortex. As previously described by 
Chan-Palay and Palay (1971) in camera lucida obser-
vations, we have traced fine collateral branches 
that leave the white matter and enter the granular 
layer. However, SEM cryofracture did not give a 
complete view of the plexoid cluster of axon col-
laterals lying between white matter and the gan-
glionic l ayer as described by t1urphy et al. (1973) 
using Golgi impregnation technique. 
The climbing fibers have been described by 
light microscopy as having thin segments and fusi-
form en l argements; however silver staining fails 
to reveal these enlargements (Larramendi, 1968). 
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In our studies, we have not observed such fusi-
form expansions. The identification of climbing 
fiber at TEM level has been a matter of controversy 
in the last two decades. They were described as 
making synaptic contacts directly upon the smooth 
surface of the Purkinje dendritic shaft. However, 
more recently Larramendi and Victor ( 1967) and 
Chan-Palay and Palay (1970) established that climb-
; ng fibers make spine synapses with the Purki nje 
dendritic branches. Our studies (Castejon, 1986) 
tend to agree with these latter observations. How-
ever, additional work is needed at the SEM level 
in order to fully support this concept. 
As Cajal (1955) has shown, the climbing fiber 
increases in complexity as the phylogenetic scale 
is ascended. However, the basic structure and con-
nections remain the same in all the species (Schei-
bel and Scheibel, 1954). The morphological separa-
bility of climbing fibers from other axona 1 sub-
strates and the cross-over which follows branching, 
as described in the present paper, are features 
which have al so been observed by O'Leary et a 1 . 
(1971) during the histogenesis cf the rat cerebel-
lar climbing fibers. 
With SEM it is possible to estimate 1'-lith a 
more rel i ab 1 e degree of certainty the amount of 
branching of climbing fiber in the granular and 
molecular layers. This subject has been a matter 
of controversy in the past. Cajal (1955) did not 
report climbing fiber collaterals in the granular 
layer. They were first described by Schei be l and 
Scheibel (1954) as retrograde collaterals descend-
ing from the molecular layer. More recently a de-
tailed account of climbing fiber bifurcation in 
the granular layer was made by Fox et al . ( 1969) 
and Chan-Palay and Palay (1971). In the present 
study a higher incidence of branching of climbing 
fiber was detected in the granular layer . We have 
distinguished two types of climbing fiber ramifi-
cations: the glomerular collaterals and the tendril 
collaterals . The first ones form the climbing fiber 
glomeruli, supporting the Palay and Chan-Palay 
( 1974) TEM descriptions. The tendril collaterals 
appeared surrounding the granule cell groups, but 
their mode of ending was not ascertained. 
Golgi cells. We have identified Golgi cells 
in the granular layer at SEM level (Castejon and 
Valero, 1980) by their large size, two differently 
orientated dendritic processes and typical highly 
branched axonal ramifications,according to earlier 
descriptions given by Retzius (i891), Cajal (1955) 
and more recently by O'Leary et al. (1968), Sotelo 
(1969), Uchizono (1969), Hillman (1969) and Caste-
jon (1976). The soma and processes of Golgi cells 
were also disclosed at SEM level by ultrasonic mi-
crodissection (Arnett and Low, 1985). 
The Go·1gi eel l axonal plexus was observed 
participating in the formation of mossy and climb-
ing fiber glomeruli. The beaded aspect of Golgi 
axonal ramifications, as seen with the Golgi light 
microscope and TEM, permits their identification 
with the scanning electron microscope. However, 
in some e 1 ectron mi crographs they can be confused 
with tendril collaterals of climbing fibers or with 
the fine varicose branches of mossy fibers (Caste-
jon and Carabal l o, 1980a). 
The synaptic contacts between Golgi axonic 
endings and granu l e cell dendrites are forme d by 
a 1:1 ratio. In this case, as demonstrated in 
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Fig. 24 by the SEM freeze-fracture method, a fine 
beaded Golgi axonal ramification establishes con-
tact with a granule cell dendritic tip. This syn-
apse has been previously described by light micros-
copy and TEM studies (Fo x et al . , 1967; Palay and 
Chan-Palay, 1974; Castejon, 1976). The local iza-
tion of this cell within the granular layer limits 
the SEM study of their synaptic relationships in 
both granular and molecular layers even using tech-
niques for exposing hidden surfaces . 
Purkinje Cell Layer 
As previously mentioned, with the slicing and 
ethanol-cryofracturing techniques,removal of Berg-
mann glial cells was observed at the Purkinje cell 
layer. A certain vulnerability of this layer to 
ultrasonication has been reported by Arnett and 
Low ( 1985). The Purkinje eel l outer surface was 
better preserved in experimental material, the te-
leost fishes, using the slicing technique, than in 
human pathological samples applying the ethanol-
cryofracturing technique. In teleost fish we have 
used gl utaraldehyde fixation by perfusion, which 
appears to give better results than the glutaralde-
hyde-immersion fixation utilized in human cerebe l -
lar preparations. 
With the ethanol -cryofracturi ng technique a 
partial visualization of supra- and infra-ganglionic 
plexuses of Purkinje cell was obtained (Castejon 
and Valero, 1980). Neuroglial cells at this layer 
were scarcely preserved. With the freeze-fracture 
SEM we have observed only in Salmo trout cerebellar 
cortex some vestiges of Bergmann gl ial eel l cyto-
plasm applied to Purkinje cell dendrites . With the 
slicing and ethanol -c ryofracturi ng techniques the 
basket cell axosomatic synapses and climbing fibers 
were also observed at the Purkinje cell layer (Cas-
tejon and Valero, 1980; Castejon and Caraballo, 
1980a,b) . 
Prominent features of this layer have been 
obtained by Scheibel et al . (1981) with the creative 
tearing technique. Basket cell axonic collaterals 
closely applied to the Purkinje cell body, ascend-
ing climbing fibers and neuroglial cells were vis-
ualized. UHrasonic microdissection has also al-
lowed a beautiful picture of basket cell body with 
their processes directed toward the Purkinje cell 
soma (Arnett and Low, 1985). An additional SEM 
study of Purkinje pericellular basket will be re-
quired in order to have a better three-dimensional 
picture of this structure and an appropriate cor-
relation with the images obtained by the Golgi 
light microscopy (Fox et al., 1967) and transmis -
s ion electron microscopy (Palay and Chan-Palay, 
1974) . 
Molecular Layer 
The scanning electron microscopic observations 
of the Purkinje dendrite-parallel fiber synaptic 
contacts, made by means of ethanol -cryofracturi ng 
technique and the freeze-fracture method confirmed 
their "en passant" cruciform arrangement earlier 
described by Golgi \1873), Cajal (1955) and Fox 
and Barnard (1957) and subsequently by Gray (1961), 
Hamori and Szentagothai (1964), Castejon (1968) and 
Palay and Chan-Palay (1974). 
The fractured "en passant" endings of parallel 
fibers were seen containing spherical synaptic ves-
icles. The visualization of the interior of these 
synaptic vari cos it i es gives the freeze-fracture 
method for SEM some potential value for studying 
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synaptic morphology at higher SEM resolution p0;1er. 
The study of climbing fibers in the molecular 
layer was facilitated by the removal of Bergmann 
gl i al cell by the ethanol -cryofracture proce ss. 
This neuroglial covering was earlier mentioned by 
Hamori and Szentagothai (1964) as an obstacle for 
visualizing climbing fibers at this level. In both 
the gra nular and molecular layers, we searched for 
axo-axonic connections of climbing fibers with 
mossy fiber, stellate and basket cell axons and 
parallel fibers. The existence of this type of 
synapses has been reported by Scheibel and Scheibel 
(1954). However until now, we have not found evi-
dence of such axo-axoni c contacts . TEM studies 
(Chan-Palay and Palay, 1970) have also failed to 
reveal such specialized contacts . The SEM images 
of climbing fibers obtained by the slicing techni-
que also supported the parasagittal compartmenta-
lization of climbing fibers as postulated by Freed-
man et al. (1978) . 
In addition,SEM slicing and ethanol-cryofrac-
turing techniques offer the advantages of following 
the tortuous course and extreme tenuity of climb-
ing tendril collaterals in the molecular layer, 
overcoming the inherent difficulties derived from 
the interpretation of TEM fine section studies. 
Larramendi and Victor (1967) have shown that climb-
ing fibers synapse on thorns emitted from the so-
cal led smooth branches of the Purkinje dendritic 
tree, and not directly upon the dendritic shaft 
according to the classical descriptions of Cajal 
(1955). The SEM observations of climbing fibers at 
the molecular layer c learl y showed that these fi-
bers are not really attached to the Purkinje den-
dritic trees but separated by an interspace, sup-
porting the Larramendi and Victor (1967) TEM study. 
Because of its ability to disclose protein 
moieties at the synaptic membranes, freeze-etch i ng 
technique permitted the visualization of internal 
details of typical excitatory synapses such as the 
climbing fiber-Purkinje spine synapses and parallel 
fiber-Purkinje spine invaginated synapses. An ag-
gregation of intramembrane particles at the P face 
of presynaptic membrane as well as vesicles attach-
ment sites were seen. These membrane features are 
in accordance with the characteristic presynaptic 
specializations at excitatory synapses (Pfenninger 
et al ., 1972; Sandri et al. ,1972; Landis and Rees~ 
1974; Rash and Ellisman,1974; Venzin et al., 1977; 
Tokunaga, 1979; Korte and Rosenbluth, 1980; Hama, 
1980; Raviola and Ravio l a, 1982; Garcia Segura and 
Perrelet, 1982, 1984) . In addition, the freeze-
etching technique provides further i nforma ti on on 
Bergmann glial relationship with parallel and climb-
ing fibers and on the syna ptic relationship of 
climbing fiber-Purkinje dendrites. Such three-di-
mensional information at a higher level of resolu-
tion, has not been provided by any other technique 
thus far applied to the study of cerebellar molec-
ular layer. As shown in the present paper, the 
cleavage planes obtained through the spine synap-
ses permitted us to obtain a better spatial rela-
tionship and new information on macromolecular as-
sembly of pre- and post-synaptic structures. 
The SEM observations on stellate neurons have 
been correlated wherever possible with the classi-
cal description of stellate cells made by optical 
and electron microscopes (Castejon and Castejon, 
1987). However, further SEM and freeze-etching 
0.J. Castejon 
studies are needed in order to three-dimensionally 
explore the synaptic relationship with climbing 
and parallel fibers and other stellate cells. 
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Discussion with Reviewers 
Reviewer I: From a practical standpoint, which 
technique(s) would you recommend to those studying 
the microanatomy of the cerebellum? 
Author: I would recommend the SEM slicing techni-
que and the ethanol-cryofracturing technique,espe-
cial ly for those interested in tracing neuronal 
circuits and studying cytoarchitectoni c arrange-
ment. They are relatively easy and simple SEM tech-
niques for neuroanatomy. In all cases, they should 
be used in conjunction with the Golgi technique 
for light microscopy for proper identification of 
neuronal cell types, afferent and efferent fibers. 
Reviewer II: Were studies in human cerebellum lim-
ited to SEM? 
Author: Since twenty years ago we have been carry-
ing out a systematic transmission electron micro-
scope study of human cerebellar cortex of patients 
with brain tumors, congenital malformations and 
brain trauma (Castejon OJ. Invest Clin 26, 71-79, 
1968; Castejon OJ. Invest Clin 28, 41~6, 1968; 
Castejon OJ. Invest Clin 29, 29-46, 1969; Castejon 
OJ. Anat Rec 163, 164, 1969; Castejon OJ. Anat Rec 
166, 168, 1970;Castejon OJ. Invest Clin 38, 49-72, 
ffil; Castejon OJ, Castejon HV.Proc II LaTin Amer-
ican Congress pp 34-35; pp 134-135, 1974; Caste-
jon OJ, Castejon DC.Acta Cientif Venez (Suppl 1) 
11, 1977; Castejon OJ. Acta Cientif Venez (Suppl 1) 
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16, 1977). These studies have been performed in 
pathological material such as cerebellar biopsies 
obtained during surgery. We have not included pic-
tures of these studies in the present review 
because the edematous nature of the tissue and the 
distortion of cellular structures limit the com-
parison with the animal material processed for 
freeze-fracture SEM and freeze-etching technique. 
Reviewer I I: Does the author have a freeze-etch-
ing replica of the climbing fiber glomeruli to 
match figure 21? 
Author: Not as yet. 
Reviewer II: The beauty of Purkinje cells seems 
to disappear in SEM images (i.e.,Fig. 26). Is it 
because you are dealing with human material or be-
cause of the ethanol-cryofracturing technique? 
Author: The exposed surfaces of human cerebellar 
~ exhibited a shrunken aspect due to retrac-
tion induced by anox i c or postmortem changes in 
the autopsy material (Castejon and Valero, 1980). 
The possibility of art i factual changes such as 
freeze damage induced by the liquid nitrogen, me-
chanical deformation of the tissue at the time of 
fracturing and distortion caused by surface ten-
sion forces during critical point drying should 
also be considered. It is interesting to mention 
that ethanol -cryofracturi ng technique as applied 
by Humphreys et al. (1974, 1975) in normal liver 
tissue did not induce retracted changes or arti-
factual damage . 
Reviewer I I I: The techniques thus far used for 
SEM of the hidden surfaces of the central nervous 
system are large ly mechanical. Do you believe 
that further selectivity in microdissection might 
be achieved by chemical pretreatment ( solubility, 
enzyme action, etc.)? Can you elaborate on this? 
Author: Yes, indeed I believe tha t new reliable 
techniques and new rules of inference have to be 
established for further selectivity in microdis-
section. This sub j ect was earlier raised by Zeeri 
and Lewis (Proc. 7'"- Congres International de Mi-
croscopie Electronique. Grenoble, France, 1970 . 
pp 481-482). Enzyme application ( pronase, elas-
tase, neuraminidase) or treatment with ethylene-
di nitril o-tetraaceti c acid ( EDTA) can be assayed 
as chemical pretreatment. A mixture comprising 
50% of 15mg pronase per cc of buffer and 50% of 
10mg elastase per cc of buffer applied for twenty 
minutes is recommended by Zeeri and Lewis to re-
move neural sheaths in molluscs. A rather good 
success for exposing individual neurons and their 
processes has been reported by these authors with 
the application of 5mM of EDTA. It should be kept 
in mind that EDTA tends to dissolve connections 
among neurons, so a reliable study of neurona l 
circuits by Golgi method for light microscopy 
should be performed in advance of the SEM work. 
Further selectivity in microdissection might be 
achieved by using chondroitinase ABC, heparinase 
and neuraminidase, which digest the neuronal glyco-
calyx (Pease DC. J Ultrastruct Res 15, 555-588, 
1966; Castejon HV. Acta Histochem -38 , 55-64, 
1970). -
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